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Synopsis 

This novel tells the story of a small group of neighbours on the island of Guernsey off the coast of England. A pig 
farmer, an elegant lady, a potion maker, a rag and bone man, a footman posing as a lord who survive the Nazi 
occupation in the Second World War by gathering over humble potato peel pie to talk of Shakespeare, Chaucer, 
and the great novels. With the war over, Juliet, an eager writer from London, uncovers just how dramatic the 
lives of these islanders really were during the war, and through them, discovers the drama in her own life. 
Guernsey is a real gem of a novel. 
 

Author Biography 

Mary Ann Fiery was born in 1934 in Martinsburg, West Virginia. She married Carl Richard Shaffer in 1956, and in 
1958 they moved to California, where they raised two daughters, Morgan and Liz.  

Mary worked in the public libraries of San Anselmo, Larkspur and San Rafael during her career. She also worked 
at Harper & Row, advancing from a receptionist position to an editor's chair. She died in February 2008. 

 

Annie Barrows, born 1962 in San Diego, California, is an American editor and author. She is best known for the 
Ivy and Bean series of children's books. 

Annie spent considerable time during her childhood in the town's children's library, where she eventually got a 
part-time job maintaining the books and re-shelving them. 

Barrows attended UC Berkeley, originally majoring in English Literature, but graduating in Medieval History. She 
worked as an editor, and then decided to turn to writing. Barrows is married and has two daughters. 

 

Discussion Starters 

 What was it like to read a novel composed entirely of letters? What do letters offer that no other form of 
writing (not even emails) can convey? 

 What makes Sidney and Sophie ideal friends for Juliet? What common ground do they share? Who has 
been a similar advocate in your life? 
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 Dawsey first wrote to Juliet because books, on Charles Lamb or otherwise, were so difficult to obtain on 
Guernsey in the aftermath of the war. What differences did you  note between bookselling in the novel 
and bookselling in your world? What makes book lovers unique, across all generations? 

 What were your first impressions of Dawsey? How was he different from the other men Juliet had known? 

 Discuss the poets, novelists, biographers, and other writers who capture the hearts of the members of the 
Guernsey Literary and Potato Peel Pie Society. What does a reader’s taste in books say about his or her 
personality? Whose lives were changed the most by membership in the society? 

 Juliet occasionally receives mean-spirited correspondence from strangers, accusing both Elizabeth and 
Juliet of being immoral. What accounts for their judgmental ways? 

 In what ways were Juliet and Elizabeth kindred spirits? What did Elizabeth’s spontaneous invention of the 
society, as well as her brave final act, say about her approach to life? 

 Numerous Guernsey residents give Juliet access to their private memories of the occupation. Which voices 
were most memorable for you? What was the effect of reading a variety of responses to a shared tragedy? 

 Kit and Juliet complete each other in many ways. What did they need from each other? What qualities 
make Juliet an unconventional, excellent mother? 

 How did Remy’s presence enhance the lives of those on Guernsey? Through her survival, what 
recollections, hopes, and lessons also survived? 

 Juliet rejects marriage proposals from a man who is a stereotypical “great catch.” How would you have 
handled Juliet’s romantic entanglement? What truly makes someone a “great catch”? 

 What was the effect of reading a novel about an author’s experiences with writing, editing, and getting 
published? Did this enhance the book’s realism, though Juliet’s experience is a bit different from that of 
debut novelist Mary Ann Shaffer and her niece, children’s book author Annie Barrows? 

 What historical facts about life in England during World War II were you especially surprised to discover? 
What traits, such as remarkable stamina, are captured in a detail such as potato peel pie? In what ways 
does fiction provide a means for more fully understanding a non-fiction truth? 

 Which of the members of the Society is your favourite? Whose literary opinions are most like your own? 

 Do you agree with Isola that “reading good books ruins you for enjoying bad ones”? 

 

If you liked this book, you may also like… 

 Dear Mrs Bird by AJ Pearce 

 The Vanishing Act of Esme Lennox by Maggie O’Farrell 

 Letters to the Lost by Iona Grey 

 

Author biography from Wikipeadia 

Discussion starters from  Reading Group Guides https://www.readinggroupguides.com/reviews/the-guernsey-literary-and-

potato-peel-pie-society/guide 

 Read-a-likes from Off the Shelf https://offtheshelf.com/2018/08/8-books-to-read-if-you-love-the-guernsey-literary-and-potato
-peel-pie-society/ 


